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INTRO DUCT ION

In making a diagnosis of the causal organism

involved in the decay of wood a study of the

fruiting body, if present,, and of cultural

characteristics is necessary. Color and other

growth characteristics of fungi in culture are

valuable in distinguishing between species.

The comparative rates of growth of the fungus

mycelium at certain temperatures and in the

light and in the dark are also valuable criteria

in the identification of certain fungi in

culture. Studies similar to these involving

several fungi of a species collected from

different geographical ranges and different

hosts -offer opportunity to compare the varying

effects of geographical ranges and also of

substrata upon the growth of fungi. This thesis

attempts to compare these effects and to

differentiate between certain geographical forms.
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FUNGI USED

The species and forms of fungi reelected for

study were as follows:

Fo i4onr d c. ,2hLjMrrll (Strain 1) on

gELg2MA 1R. from the Oald National Forest,

Florida.

Fomcitiyria drsioph1a IMurril (Strain U.) on

C2Xj jjMfrom LousiTana.

Fomes Es C ti (v. Bohr.) Sacco.and Syd. on

JMIr si!bore au a from Ann Arbor, Miohigan.
eg Eyerartii ( v. Sohrn) Sacoo and Syd. on

mrloaa from Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Fo aEeriartii C v. Bohr.) Saco* and byd. on

iIZ.giLjp. from Oklahoma.

The f ive forms of oipradsuhl

and E~rgl were studied both

microscopically, maorosopioally, and

culturally whereas FPoria puntata, Fomes Bakr,

FoyeBr mosus, and F igliarius were studied

only microscopically and macroscopically.
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CULTURAL PROCESS

The culture stock of Fomitiuoria nophila

(Strain 1) and (Strain 11) and of o

Eyerhartil on SQitXuerimbriari from Michigan

and on Qg ~ a bgreal s mjggfrom Michigan

was obtained from the laboratory collection of

the School of Forestry and Conservation of the

University of Michigan, a collection kept in

culture continuously in the forest pathology

laboratory. om Eve b On (r6r@ne s 1
from Oklahoma was obtained from a decayed

piece of wood collected by Dr. Dow V. Baxter.

The cultural process used in isolating

the fungus from Oklahoma may be described in

detail.

The block of decayed wood was placed in a

vice and sawed to produce a fresh surface.

The freshly exposed surface was then gouged

with a chisel. The fragments of rotted wood

thus gouged out were immediately dipped in a

95% solution of alooholf3 amed, and transferted

to a petri dish containing a sterile malt agar

medium prepared in the ratio of 20 grams of
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malt (Trommer's Wtoraet), 25 grams of agar-agsw

(Bacto granulated), and 1,000 c.o. of distilled

water and autoolaved for 20 minutes at 16 pounds

pressure. All Instruments used in the operation

were dipped in a 1 to 1,000 solution of mercurio

biebloride to sterilise them and the chisel was

flamed each time before gouging.

Approximately a hundred cultures were

prepared in this manner and were placed in glass

bell jars at a temperature of 16 degrees Centigrade.

Low temperatures such as is 16 degrees Gentigade

retard the growth of fungil Howevern they praetically

inhibit the growth of baeteria and are used since

bacteria are nearly universally present in deeayed

wood.

After a period of about eight weeks myoelial

growth appeared in two of the petri dishes and

as soon as the mats were large enough to f ill the

dishes about one third full suboultures were

prepared from them. At the same time subcultures

were prepared from the forme obtained from the

laboratory *olleetion. Suboultures were prepared

by removing a block of the myolial mat one
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centimeter square from the myelial mat of a

culture and transferring it to a sterile agar

plate. Blocks one centimeter square were used

throughout this experiment in preparing cultures.

The culture a prepared for growth usasurements

were prepared from stock of the same age since

older cultures are in a more or less dormant

condition and do not grow as quickly following

subculturing as do fresh cultures.

All culturing was done in a glass transfer

case containing arm holes for the operator,

previously sprayed with mercuric chloride

solution. The instruments used were also sprayed

with mercuric chloride solution in order to

reduce the possibility of contaminating the

cultures and thus rendering them worthless.
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EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE UPON RATE OF GROWTH

Fungi may be placed in elasses, arranged

aesording to their reaction in culture. The

olasses have been standardised for the resupinate

polypores as a group.

Those fungi which exhibit a growth of 5 mm.

or more at fourteen days over a range of more

than 21 degrees Centigrade are said to have a

large temperature range whereas those exhibiting

a range of lees than 21 degrees Centigrade are

considered to have a small temperature range.

A. Range of temperature at which growth

occurred.

(a) Large range.

FomitiFgrla dx~aphila (Strain 1).

Fopttou ri rponhi.a (Strain 11).

Fomea Everharit 1on 9. Ambrioari

from Michigan.

F2B1 verartion S. boeji

m~agjg from Michigan.

[g Eve rhart l on j. &. from

Oklahoma.

(b) Small range.

None.
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Fungi may also be classed acording to their

optimum temperature for growth. Those which

make the best growth at 30 degrees Gentigrade

or over within a period of fourteen days are

placed in the high temperature group; those

which produce the best growth between 21 degrees

Centigade and 30 degrees Gentigrade are placed

in the medium temperature group; those producing

the best growth at 20 degrees Centigrade or under

are placed in the low temperature group.

B. Temperature for optimum growth.

(a) High temperature.

gjtjIDorj& dr.hi (Strainl .

tor drponjaila (Strain 11)

1020 8 ,1Oh rt i on .isbricaria

from Michigan.

Emal Eyrhar ion %. porealu

maxima from Michigan.

2gj nEverhartti on Q. spfrom

Oklahoma.

(b) Medium growth.

None.

(a) Low temperature.

None .
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Fungi may also be placed In classes based upon

rate of growth. Those which fill petri dishes in

fourteen days at the temperature of their optimum

growth are placed in the rapid growth group

whereas those which do not are placed in the slow

growth class.

C. Rate of growth.

(a) Rapid growth.

Vomitlporia drpophila (Strain 11).

rgls Everhrtii on .imbr laria

from Michigan.

LEMLI EvYi.a1Ui on g. boeai

I from Michigan.

jEg.gbv Everha on Q. sp. from

Oklahoma.

(b) Slow growth.

FjjijjvojCIa dxyphila (Strain 11.

The effect of temperature upon the growth

rate upon the five forms of fungi are indicated

graphically in figure 1. The results are based upon

the growth of seven cultures of each fungus grown

at temperatures of 5 degrees to 40 degrees

Centigrade at intervals of 5 degrees.
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Table 1

Pffeot of temperature upon growth

Fungus
Temperature In degrees Gent igrade

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Foipri ng~l 0 0 1 12 170 0

0 0 5 18 28 36 0 0

E Fo2!2.SI11u&Ao 0 0 22 28 30 35 41

2 3 15 41 41 41 41 41

Prsgan Eer on0 0 2 7 13 18 10 0

Mih1 0 1 .4 17 31 611 20 0

7 dueys

14 days

7 days

14 days

7 day s

14 daysa

fromp ~o

0 0 2 8 10 46
o o 6 23 26 41 9

o 7 daYis

0 14 daysa

E r ~ton 00 2 813 178 0

0 0 6 23 30 4$ 15 0

7 days
14 days
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EFFECT OF LIGHT UPON RATE OF GROWtH

Fungi may be placed in Classes based upon

the effect of light upon the rate of growth.

Those exhibiting a differenee in radial growth

of less than 2 mm. are said to grow equally

well in the light and in the dark. Those which

exhibit a growth radially which differ by more

than 2 mm. are said to grow best in the light

or in the dark as the case may be .

D. Effect of light.

(a) Growth equal in light and dark.

]spt(ora drVooh la(Strain 1) .

o s t verharj j on q* Imbrioaria

from Michigan.

(b) Best growth in dark.

70311i22ri i yU& (Strain 11).

.O.. One rhart on g. © 

mia ffrom ichigan.

(c) Growth best in light .

None .

The effect of light upon growth given above

and shown graphically in figures 3 and 4 is based

upon the growth of 5 cultures of each form of fungus

grown in the Light at room temperature and the growth

simultaneously of 5 oultures of each form of fungus

grown in the dark at room temperature.
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Table 31

Effecot of light upon growth

Fungus in
7days

l ight
14 days

in
Tdays

dark
14 dayis

m r y 13 12 7 19

Foiio ~ il13 41 14 41

Fms "at1 on 6 16 6 17
7mb- form

oeevron 3 9 3 16

from ~ih gan.

Fom sEr 4ilo 12 8 23

Growth figures are in millime~ters radially
and are rounded off to the nearest whole number.
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EFFECT OF THE BAVENDAMM OXIDASE TEST

The Bavendaum Oxidase Test, a test which

differentiates between "white rotting" and

brown Mtting" fungi was applied to the f ive

forms of fungi. Their reactions to the test

may be recorded as strong when the disooloration

extends some distance beyond the myoelial mat,

medium when it extends to the edges of the mat,

and weak when it extends only beneath the center of

the mat. All of the fungi which produo

discoloration are said to be "white rotting fungi"

and those which do not are said to be "brown rotting

fungi". The medium used in the Bavendaum Oxidase

Test is malt agar and tannic acid in the proportion

of 9 to 1.

E. Reaction to Bavendamm Oxidaee Test.

(a) Strong reaction.

Fomit igor IadrL.hil A (Strain

F 2mitigori d oRhIl (Strain

Eg.gE Eve rhrt1i on j. mr

from Michigan.

Fores Ever rii on i. ore
mgtjg from Michigan.

[Foms Eye rhpre 4 on S. sg. f r

(b) Medium reaction.

Nosne.

1) .

11)

om Okla.



The results of the Bavendamm Ox Idase Test

given above and shown 1n Plates l0 2, and 3 are

based upon the reamtion of two cultures of each~

of the five f orm s of fungi. The test was

oarried out at room temperature.e



Table 3

Growtb h oarateoriet ice on malt agar

Fungus COolor Texture Agar pors
CRidg,) Pisol" Formation

ju ~ gyellow cottony Pr. sent nome
":Iirii t)ocher to concentricr

buff

Ayellow nodulose pre snt none
ranl1 OoheF to chamois

-o
brow

c h W RCa m o is c ot t o n y p re se n t n on e
on imI" nowonly slight

from 110htendency
to be
concentric

on creamottony pro sent DODO

oftromoua to be
butf *oneenttio

In dark

Mrgin color Textuh Aga PoreaMrgin
(Bldg.) Disol. Formation

silly honmy yellow cottony p'eant cne wnoto4ft slighitly border
00 o A nodulose
ibu to masloot yellow

nodeep nodulose pre sent none no
bordeW " colonial hamis border

buffto

no chamoi1" cottony pre sent none no
border border

s illky ores. cottony pisesent none no
buff to s1lght bor

a tendencyto be
concentric

E m L n Y 'P o O ki ox a.cream
butt to
chamois

cotony
concentric

Pr. Sent no
bordetr

croam
buff

cottony
slight
tendencyto be
concentric

preent none no
border
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M)RPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Terms used in the study of fungi in culture

may be defined as follows:

Goncent rio ja .a!.- An uneven growth of

mycelium in a culture,yhih appears in the form

of circles.

OottQn. - Describes mycelium that is erect

and intertwined into a thick mass of short

fibrous threads re semling ootton.

A dieoolorati r. - A noticeable darkening of

the whole medium.

Definite order. - A distinct growth of

mycelium at the margin of the culture that is

distinguishable from the rest of the mycelium

by the color or by culture.

1odefinile -rder. - No distinct growth of

the hyphae at the margin of a culture which

can be separated from the rest of the mycelium

by color or by texture.

Exudations. colorless drops of resin-like

liquid which appear on the surface of a

culture.

Ndaulose,. - Describes the more or less

rounded masses or lumps of interwoven myolium

which charaoterize a culture$
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The fungi may be separated from one another by

the f ollowing key i

Key to Morphological Characteristics

1 Texture of mycelium cottony with a slight tendency

to ooncentrio growth. (2)

1 Texture of mycelium not cottony nor with tendency

to concentric growth but with texture nodulose

or nodulose chamois. (4)

2 Color of myoelium "cream buff"".

ERB~g Eyerhartii on 4. sp. from Okla.

2 Color of mycelium not "cream buff" but darker. (3)

3 Color of myoelium "cream buff" to "clay color"

Growth most rapid in the dark.

EOggge r on . , real to . Mich.

3 Color of mycelium"chamois". Growth equal in

light and dark.

2 eve =1 on . imbric ArPMich.

4 Color of mycelium "deep colonial buff" to

"buckthorn brown". Belongs to the rapid

growth group. Growth is best in the dark.

EOMiu1orla lryo hlg (Strain 11).

4 Color of mycelium"honey yellow". Belongs to

the slow growth group. Growth is equal

in the light and in the dark. Resin drops

are conspicuous.

Fomitiporia dr ophJ11 (Strain 1).



The cultural characteristis of the five

fungi may be summarised for easy distinotion

from one another. They are as follows:

a magb. & (Strain 1). * This fungus

is the brightest in color of the group. It also

differs in color from the rest in having yellow

ooher and in being the most greenish yellow of

the group. It is the only one of the forms

which belongs to the slow growth group and has the

greatest tendency to concentrid ring growth in the

Slight.

Foultiporia drygv la (Strain 11). f This fungus

is the most even in color of the group and is

of a brown similar to the color of the context of

iZgoorusi luj It lacks concentric growth

and is nodulose in texture . It grows much

faster than does any other member of the group

and reaches its optimum growth at 45* a temperature

at whioh the other members of the group grow

very little. The tendency of the cultures to

form red color at the age of two weeks is also

very distinotive.

M1 , Everhar on . j from Oklahoma. -The
solor of this fungus is very definitely the

lightest of the five forms studied. Otherwise

it is difficult to distinguish from the others

of the species Egna E&rhartIiL its growth is
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being only slightly more rapid than that of

the other two forms of Fomes Everhartii and

the growth being only slightly more concentrio.

8gge iTverharto1 on . igaria from Miohian
and Fomea Everhartii on .JO borg Is maxima from

Jiichigan are the most nearly alike of the

group in color, in form, and in growth in light

and dark. A minor distinction is that the later

has a silky margin whereas the former does not.



Miorovopie arndmsrosoop 16 eharaoteristios

or the fiv forms of fungi and of sevral speoOle

wbiohs are similar in appesaranoe.to them.

I.2iaJ811&M white present 34 m 04
stuffed somet ims (L.0.0.) bya-
(L1.0.0.) rare line

(L.O eO ) (L.$9)

1.35D.IkL& not white absent 4.64mstuffed (1.00.) (LO.".0.) hya
(L~OOOO) line

.!1EU2L !absent 3w&4 im 4"5u
(LOOOO) (L.0.0.) 1hyal-

oe12Ssomewhat not 3t4u 3"5u

stuffed (Baxter)
whixtier)mo Bxer Rm

±2L& mal*1 white present58
stuffed but not brown ba
iQt-OonWP " (Baxter) 1in

p~ r etpresent 34u !
bt rr but rare ( to.) bro*

L08 Town Mise* type brown brown lie
(Metcalf) (r1

white absent .4 "
fjfIt t m,,' stuffed (u tocalf) (&e t.) (yt

Remarks

The poplar fora of le~~ai rimoose upon the upper

surfaoe and so differs fromr ,

v~wU most ne ly resemnblesisdroBae- 7 taM
but s atiitiiipe4fr

mg~~j . (L.0.0.) and In Zn& i na~uha3-4 (L.0.),

conspicuously rimose (L.*00.0e)

frilia &aLes most nearly resembles .25 9.~j 1 4 a
(Ltrain I) but differs in that it does not exhibit the tend1enoy to

Is resupinatesand hs the haradteristie "henamtibe red"iawrgin
as in strain 1 but diffes in that the pore surfaoe, is glistening
as in jgj Al j ti and not dull as in 1.2aIa&ikLaa.

Th ugsi nuaea nfo ka rEruentirely resupinate. The colors o 'b two are ntioal the ohief
difference beiang smooth rather than glistening undrsurfase. It differs



Tubes beta Hyps wLefl d

- resent 3-6a 4.5
from o . MetOalf) (k*t.) brown(11et.'

prilesnt 3.6u 4.5
rcoom . ("teal!) (Met.) brown

(met)

Remarks

Pileus obeoes rough rimose and blackish. (L.O.O.) It
occassionally forms black abortive knots and is oeoassionally
found on logs. (L.O.O.).

The undersurface is. glistening as in the Lake States
.Fob vr a tibut the top surface differs in that it is
smooth no r ose . The upper surface exhibits reddish colors
i. *. "Hemat ite red" and "carob brown"and darkens somewhat
behind to blackish. The colors resemble those of Fo ria
drnhfls. It also forms black rimose knots as In. e -Lake
States tomes sEverhartii.
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SUMMARI

Of the fungi tested from different

geographical ranges clear distinctions were shown

in growth in culture. The differences of the

geographically distinct fungi were nearly as great

as those between the two species used. The

differences due to the different substrata as

exhibited by palyeM I from Michigan were

very slight being practically negligible . The

characters of the F Ey; halifrom Oklahoma

were sufficiently distinct to establish it as a

new form,rm Iphls,, since it resembles FomitiDOria

dryophila inrany respects.
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PLATE 1
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PLATE 6
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PLATE~ 7

Temperature Test
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Temperature Test
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